CHARGEMASTER REVIEWS/MAINTENANCE
AND OUTSOURCING
If you have not done a Chargemaster review in the last 12‐18 months, let us take a look.
 We offer a basic offsite review of your Chargemaster, and make certain it is in compliance with
all coding updates and policies in just 4 weeks.
 We empirically provide a minimum 300% ROI on every Chargemaster project we do.
 Our chargemaster consultants have a rare combination of clinical, coding and financial
expertise.
 All of our consultants have a coding and clinical background and understand both the
compliance and financial ramifications from a clinical, coding, compliance and reimbursement
standpoint.
 All of our Chargemaster consultants have the coding CPC credential, plus many have a
clinical/nursing background.
We have a Chargemaster service that suits your needs:
Comprehensive Chargemaster Review:
 The review is provided in a 6‐week turnaround time
 The service is compliance driven, and we review each line‐item to ensure that all billing is
accurate.
 Interviews are conducted with revenue producing department managers and revenue integrity
staff for a complete understanding of your Chargemaster and processes
 Our consultants may discover:
o Compliance issues
o Missed billable services,
o Departmental practices that are causing lost revenue.
o Empirically, our minimum ROI for this service is 300%.
We make sure you are charging for everything you should be, and not charging for things you shouldn’t.
Our service combines an automated method of organizing the Chargemaster, while still ensuring that
every line‐item is manually reviewed to ensure accuracy and regulatory compliance.
 Validating CPT/HCPCS and revenue codes
 Verification of charge descriptions
 Identification and addition of missing/required codes
 Interviews with revenue producing departments
Other Types of Chargemaster Reviews Types:







Desk review: A quick scrub of your chargemaster updating your CDM with the latest codes and
recommendations.
On‐going Maintenance: We review and update your Chargemaster every month, to ensure it is
up to date and current.
Complete outsourcing: Leave the management of your Chargemaster to us. We do everything
from adding new codes for your ancillary departments, to updating your Chargemaster at the
end of each year with new codes. We become your Chargemaster manager, freeing up your
revenue cycle team for other duties.
Standardization: Consolidating a group of CDMs into one uniform charging tool.

OUR TEAM OF CONSULTANTS:
At HPS, we plan on building long term partnerships with our clients. Your problems are our problems so
we can become a trusted member of your team, with a nationwide perspective, and the ability to
institute change and improve productivity through our experience working with similar facilities and
situations nationwide.

Our talented team of consultants.
When it comes to Coding and Chargemaster work, our long‐term team makes all the difference.
 We are proud to have a dedicated, domestic team of certified coders and chargemaster
specialists who possess CCS, CCS‐P, CPC, RHIA, RHIT, COC, CEMC, CPC‐P, CCDS, RCC and other
credentials.
 Our coders have a minimum of 5 years of experience, most with 5‐10 years of coding and coding
validation experience.
 Our auditors have a minimum of 10 years of coding audit experience.
 While most coding companies offer 95% accuracy, we offer a 98% accuracy rate, validated by
extensive internal QA.
 Our chargemaster staff have a rare combination of coding and clinical expertise and have each
completed hundreds of chargemaster reviews.
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